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The wave drag of a body in a steady supersonic gas flow equals zero if the
body does not initiate the shock waves and the flow is non-separable.
Busemann's biplane is an example. The simple investigation, when the
detailed structure of the flow is not taken into account, allows the upper limit
of the wave drag at the given sizes of a body to be determined.

According to the momentum law we have the relation between the power
action of a gas flow on a body and the deviation angle of the jet from the
initial direction. To obtain the maximum drag it is necessary to find the best
manner of the flow reverse by using the maximum mass flow. The solution
of the problem can be based on the flow scheme on Fig. I. The gas captured
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FIG. I.

by the diffuser is thrown away towards the initial flow. The lines kl and pq
are shock waves and the line mn is a dividing stream line. The interaction of
the two parts of the flow in the region qpkI is complicated. At the beginning
of the investigation it is expedient not to take into account the flow structure
and to find the upper limit of the drag.
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The equations of gasdynamics for dimensionless variables are

Lyv[purdx —(p+ pu2)dy]= 0, JvP(v dx —u dy) = 0
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where

boundary of the arbitrary region of the flow which can be multiply
connected

x, y Cartesian co-ordinates
u, y the corresponding velocity vector components

p  density
p  pressure
iP an entropy function
z an isentropic exponent
r either zero or one in two-dimensional or axisymmetrical cases

respectively.

Let the head part of the body be restricted by the inequalities

Y,

where  X, Y  are given numbers. Choose the control contour and denote the
Mach line of the uniform initial flow by a (Fig. 1). Point  a  is the front point
of a sharpened profile. The attached shock waves can originate at this point.
If we have a detached shock wave then let point  a  be the point of intersection
of the shock wave and a stream line that separates the gas mass flowing into
the body. The remaining part of the control contour that can pass through
the gas is  ah.  The contour  'cih  may be closed by the axis of symmetry and the
contour of the body.

The choice of the control contour defines the role of the head shock wave
in the drag increase. If the gas without shock waves acts on the body to get
maximum drag then the results of the solution of the variational problem
will give further conclusions about the drag limit.

Write the equation of line  ah  as  y=f(x).  According to the first equation
of (1) the resultant for  X  in the x direction is

X = (1+1,v,)+ f" [(p + pu2)f' — put)] dx
2z(v + 1)

(2)

where w is the velocity of the initial flow. The last three equations of (1)
are used to convert the first term of the right-hand side of equation (2). If the
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give one more partial solution. This solution stipulates capture of the maxi-
mum mass flow by the diffuser and throwing the gas through the contour that
is parallel to the velocity vector of the initial flow.

In the axisymmetrical case the variety of the solutions is wider.
Let the entropy increase be permissible. Denote fi =ip p where 0 1.

In the equality (6) for the first variation there appears a new term

IXh (50
67", = -  dx

x„

Substitute in this term the functions found at The permissible varia-
tion 60* satisfies the condition (5t1i*0. Therefore the condition 0 is
satisfied at

0 (0 x  X)  (12)

After solving equations (3), (9), (10) we must check that conditions (8)
and (12) are satisfied. The satisfaction of condition (12) provides the satis-
faction of the first condition of (8).

Examples of calculations were computed for z =1.4 for two-dimensional
and axisymmetrical cases. For every supersonic value w x and for every value
L=  Y conditions (8) and (12) are satisfied. Therefore at least at z =1.4 the
maximum drag is provided when the gas did not pass the shock wave.
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FIG. 2.






